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damage in steels

Small angle neutron scattering study of radiation
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working temperature as well,

construction element. Since those structural elements are affected by the high

aspect of choosing a sample is that it should represent the status of the whole

must be followed by measurements on real structural materials. The primary

alloys, the applied technology etc. the measurements on model materials

irradiation damage depends very sensitively on the concentration of the

construction elements[ G.Albertini,1992][ M.Große, 1994]. Since the

either on model materials[M. Mathon, 1993] or on samples taken from real

between 1 and 100 nm. The damage caused by the irradiation can be studied

structural changes on the nanometer length scale, more precisely on the scale

The method of small angle neutron scattering (SANS) is able to detect the

properties are able to measure the net sum effect of the microscopic changes.

conventional methods for determining the macroscopic (mainly mechanical)

appearing in the structure of the most important construction elements. The

the lifetime, it is necessary to have exact information about the changes

lifetime prolongation is a primary economical interest. In order to prolong

nuclear power plant is negligible as compared to the investment cost, the

safety and lifetime of nuclear installations. Since the operational cost of a

weakening of the mechanical properties that have primary influence on the

changing their macroscopic properties as well. These changes result in

changes in the microstructure of metallic components of nuclear reactors

Radioactive radiation and high working temperature may induce important
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atoms as well. By this effect, the magnetic inhomogenities, like different

Since the neutron has a spin, they interact with the magnetic moments of the

similar to that of the fotons, as described by the wave optics of the neutrons.

nm sized inhomogenities. The scattering of the neutrons on the sample is

information of the size, shape, concentration and chemical compound of 1-100

The SANS is structure analysing method, which is able to give
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the relation between the measured nanostructural properties and the mechanical
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develop a measurement method for radioactive samples in the SANS setup of
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from the irradiation.

one has to be able to determine the effect of that high temperature independently
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tool in the study of the radiation damage, and the determination of the
nanostructure is an important step in characterizing the mechanical properties.
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managed to model the anisotropy of the reactor vessel steels due to the
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on the fact whether one would like to measure the radiation damage with
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shaping process and to show that the value of that anisotropy can vary as a

To summarize, the results have demonstrated that the SANS method is a powerful
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